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Dear Valued Customer,
Congratulations on purchasing one of the finest home sauna units available in the
world. We appreciate your business and hope you enjoy your sauna. Follow this guide
to assemble your sauna correctly and for instructions on how to use the various
components. Please feel free to reach out to us with any questions or problems, and we
will do our best to assist you.

-Scandia Manufacturing Team - +1(877)467-2862
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Parts List
You will receive the following inside your Trend Modular Sauna Kit.

Overall Frame and System:
1. 2 x Upper Corner Piece
2. 2 x Lower Corner Piece
3. 2 x Wall Panel
4. 1 x Floor Panel
5. 1 x Ceiling Panel
6. 1 x Back Right Panel
7. 1 x Back Left Panel

Door and Storefront
1. 1 x Full Glass Door
2. 1 x Left Storefront with Hinge Cutout
3. 1 x Right Storefront without Hinge cutout
4. 1 x Storefront Frame Back

a. 1 x Top Piece
b. 1 x Bottom Piece
c. 1 x Left Piece
d. 1 x Right Piece

5. 1 x Storefront Frame Front
a. 1 x Top Piece
b. 1 x Bottom Piece
c. 1 x Left Piece
d. 1 x Right Piece

Other Parts and Bits
1. 1 x Scandia Ultra Sauna Heater
2. 1 x Wifi Controller
3. 1 x Bluetooth Soundbar
4. 1 x Integrated Electrical Box
5. 2 x Vent Covers
6. 3 x Wire Cap Covers
7. 1 x Magnetic Door Stop
8. 2 x Frosted Glass Cover for Corner LEDS
9. 1 x Door Handle
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10. 2 x Door Hinges
11. 2 x Sauna Bench

a. 2 x Sauna Bench Top
b. 4 x Sauna Bench Legs

12. 1 x Heater Guard Rail
13. Fasteners

a. Storefront Frame Front Screws (25)
b. Storefront Frame Back Screws (30)
c. Back Panel Screws (25)
d. Frame Staples (16)
e. Bench Pocket Hole Screws (10)
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Step 1. Assemble the Frame

Arrange the corner panels, wall panels, ceiling panel, and floor panel on the floor as
shown below. The Slots in the ceiling panel should be up away from the floor. The
upward face will be the back of the sauna. The dowels slide into the dowel holes. The
ceiling panel has the slots in it, use small pieces of wood as spacers as you go so you
can grip underneath, as this whole assembly will be lifted later on.

The Upper Corner Panels will have the LED Lights visible on the inside, while the Lower
Corner Panels will have a solid wood interior.

¼” Diameter Frame Staples will be used to join the panels together. Prerouted slots and
predrilled holes ensure accurate alignment and a tight fit.

It is recommended to have the parts and pieces in close vicinity to its final intended
location at this point, to reduce having to move the sauna around once it is assembled.
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Between the Upper Corner Panels and the Ceiling panel are electronic connectors for
the LED lights. As the pieces slide together go ahead and connect these. They are one
way locking connectors.

Carefully slide the pieces together until everything is connected. Use a mallet to tap the
Frame Staples into place. This will pull everything together tightly. Use a piece of flat
wood or scrap between the hammer and Frame Staple to ensure the surrounding wood
is undamaged during this process.
Repeat this process on all 8 staple slots that are on the available face.
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Step 3. BackPanels

The Back Panels will be mounted next. The vent cutout goes on the bottom, away from
the slots on the ceiling panel. The Back Panels will slide into place and then be fastened
to the rest of the frame using the countersunk holes and Back Panel Screws. There is a
wire for the LED lights coming out near the ceiling of the Back Left BackPanel. This will
need to be routed up into the center slot in the ceiling panel. Do this before fastening.
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Step 3. Lift

The next step is lift the whole panel assembly off of its face into the standing position.
This will take two to three people of average strength to do this safely. Take care during
this process to not injure yourself or damage the sauna.
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Step 4. LED Light Frosted Glass Panel

The Frosted Glass Panels are held in place between two angle pieces of wood. The first
is on the wall and is permanent, the second is on the ceiling and is screwed in place to
allow for serviceability. At this point in time you can attach the ceiling panel and slide
the glass in from the front, or hold the glass in place and then attach the ceiling panel.
If you have to access it at a later date you will need to remove the ceiling panel.
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5. Heater
The heater is mounted next. See the Scandia Ultra Sauna Heater Installation Guide for
more information. Finalize the electrical connections and this part is done. Use 1 ¾”
Wood screws to mount the heater to the wall to ensure you do not break through the
back panel.

6. Storefront System
a. The Storefront frame back is mounted first. Use the countersunk holes to fasten

the entire frame using the screws labelled “Storefront Frame Back”
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b. Loosely Mount the Storefront Frame Front Bottom, giving enough room that the
storefronts can be inserted into the slot. Use the corresponding screws for this as
well.

c. Put the Right Storefront without Hinge into the appropriate slot. This piece is
symmetrical, so either direction can be up.

d. Once you have the glass piece in place, you can attach the Storefront Frame
Front Side, which will hold the glass in place.
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e. Repeat the process with the Left Storefront with Hinge. This piece is not
symmetrical, the hinge cutout that is 11.25” away from the edge of the glass will
need to be top. Once you have it in place you can mount the Storefront Frame
Front Side and Storefront Frame Front Top segments to secure the glass in place.
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7. Door
Use the supplied hinges to hang the door. Attach the hinges first to the door, ensuring
you have the rubber grommet between so as not to scratch the door. There is a top
and bottom of the door as well, with the hinge cutout being closer to the edge of the
glass on the top of the door. Next hold the door to the storefront, slide the hinges in
place, and tighten the hinges on the opposite side. The hinges can be loosened and
the door adjusted until it swings clear and hangs square. Attach the door handle with
the supplied screws until it is tight to the door.
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8. Benches and Heater Guard Rail
a. Attach the legs to the bottoms of the benches using the pocket holes and

supplied screws.
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b. Place the benches and heater guard rail in place. Secure the benches into the
walls through the outside rail using the accompanying fasteners. There is blocking
in the walls to support this. Secure the heater guard rail to the back wall using the
vertical posts.
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9. Final Touches
a. Heater Vent Covers just slide into place, put one on either side of the panel.
b. Slide the wire cap cover into place on top of the sauna to cover the hole

cutouts. Tuck the wires inside of the cover.
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c. Attach the back wall split trim to hide the seam between the back wall panels.

10. Attach power to the bluetooth speaker from the electrical box, hook up your phone
to the RGB Controller app, set the tone with some music and lights, and enjoy your
sauna!
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